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Between the undersigned: 
 

 

 
1. The non-profit association Ecotrel asbl, under Luxembourg law, with 

registered office located at 11, boulevard du Jazz L-4370 Belvaux, 

represented for the purposes hereof by Mr. Andy Maxant, its Director, 

duly empowered for this purpose, said association being hereinafter 

referred to as "Ecotrel". 

 

 

and 
 

 

2. The company ........................................................................................... 

with registered office located at............................................................... 

represented for the purposes hereof by ................................. 

its............................................. duly empowered for this purpose, said 

company being hereinafter referred to as "the Co-contractor". 
 

 

 

 

Service agreement 
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NOW THEREFORE, THE PARTIES 

AGREE ON THE FOLLOWING: 
 

ARTICLE 1 : Definitions 
 

In this agreement, the following definitions apply: 

 

"Competent authority": The Administration of the Environment, strategies and concepts unit. 

 

"Separate collection": A collection in which a waste stream is kept separate according to its 

type and nature in order to facilitate specific treatment. 

 

"Administrative contribution": The financial contribution that must be paid by the other party 

and used solely to fund administrative costs incurred by Ecotrel as part of its contractual 

obligations. 

 

"Service Agreement": This signed document with its appendices as well as any addition 

subsequently agreed upon. 

 

"Professional electrical and electronic equipment waste”: Professional electrical and electronic 

equipment constituting waste within the meaning of article 4, 6° of the law of June 9, 2022 on 

waste management. 

 

"Ecotrel": The association acting as a management body. The articles of association of Ecotrel 

were published in the "Mémorial" (official gazette) of 27th April 2004. 

 

"Professional electrical and electronic equipment ": Electrical and electronic equipment that 

falls within the scope of the June 9, 2022 law on waste electrical and electronic equipment and 

that does not meet the household criteria described in the list of EEEs in Appendice 1 of 

Ecotrel’s accession agreement. 

 

"Put/place on the market": The action through which the Value Added Tax is due on the 

territory for the first time. 

 

"Preparation for re-use": Any inspection, cleaning or repair operation with a view to recovery, 

whereby professional EEE or components of professional EEE that have become waste, 

prepared for re-use without further pre-treatment. 

 

"Recycling": Any operation by which professional WEEE are reprocessed into products, 

materials or substances for their original function or for other purposes. 

 

“Territory": The territory of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 

 

"Treatment": any operation in preparation for reuse, recycling and recovery or disposal, 

including preparation prior to recovery or disposal. 
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ARTICLE 2: Purpose of the agreement 
 

The Co-contractor instructs Ecotrel, who agrees, to proceed to: 

 

- its registration with the Administration of the Environment; 

 

- the declaration of professional electrical and electronic equipment it places on the 

Luxembourg market; 

 

- the declaration of waste electrical and electronic equipment it has taken back from users 

other than households, as well as their destination and the characteristics of their 

treatment; 

 

in accordance with the law of June 9, 2022 on waste electrical and electronic equipment, and 

gives it power of attorney to undertake all the actions necessary to fulfill any other obligations 

incumbent on it as a producer or importer under the law of June 9, 2022 on waste electrical and 

electronic equipment, with the exception of financing and organizing the separate collection 

and treatment of professional electrical and electronic equipment waste, as well as the 

implementation of related rates. 

 

The Co-contractor undertakes to pay the administrative contribution agreed upon below in order 

to allow Ecotrel to fulfil its mission. 

 

ARTICLE 3: General provisions 
 

The Co-contractor is considered as a producer within the meaning of Article 2, paragraph14° 

of the Law of June 9, 2022 on waste electrical and electronic equipment, regardless of the 

location of the Co-contractor's registered office, its billing address, and the location from which 

the professional electrical and electronic equipment are delivered to the end-users located in 

Luxembourg. 

 

ARTICLE 4 : Scope 
 

§1. Professional electrical and electronic equipment’s that are placed on the Luxembourg 

market are subject to the service agreement. 

 

§2. The service agreement applies exclusively to the territory of the Grand Duchy of 

Luxembourg. 

 

ARTICLE 5: Duration 
 

§1. This Service Agreement is entered into for an undetermined period. It comes into force on 

the date of its signature and may be terminated with no fault by any of the parties on 31st 

December of each year in accordance with the terms provided for in Article 11, §1 of this 

service agreement. 

 

§2. This service agreement may also end prematurely in the events referred to under Article 11, 

§2 of this service agreement. 
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ARTICLE 6: Administrative contribution 
 

§1. Amount of the administrative contribution 

 

In order for Ecotrel to complete its assignment, the Co-contractor will pay, in accordance with 

the terms set out hereafter, an annual administrative contribution in accordance with the rate 

stated under appendix 1.  

 

The amount, calculation and allocation of the administrative contribution are determined by the 

Board of Directors of Ecotrel. 

 

§2. Adaptation of the administrative contribution 

 

The administrative contribution may be adapted by Ecotrel only once per calendar year. In the 

event of adaptation of the administrative contribution, the new amount will be notified in 

writing to the Co-contractor.  

 

The new administrative contribution will be applicable from the first calendar day of the third 

month following a written notice given by Ecotrel through which it notifies the Co-contractor 

that the amount of administrative contribution has been amended. 

 

§3. Billing of the administrative contribution 

 

No later than 31st March, the Co-contractor will receive an annual bill for the current year based 

on the declaration of professional electrical and electronic equipment placed on the 

Luxembourg market in the previous fiscal year.  

 

4. Payment of the administrative contribution 

 

All payments are to be made by bank transfer to an account number provided by Ecotrel.  

 

Except in the event of special contractual provisions, any claims against invoices issued by 

Ecotrel will have to be made within 5 calendar days after receiving the document. The claim 

must be justified, it being understood that the sole act of disputing an invoice shall have no 

suspensive effect with respect to the payment 

 

Invoices sent from Ecotrel to the Co-contractor are payable in full and without discount. 
 

ARTICLE 7: Obligations of the Co-contractor 

 

§1. Preliminary formalities  

 

The Co-contractor shall submit to Ecotrel the identification form under Appendix 2. The Co-

contractor is obliged to fill in the fields of the identification form. 
 

§2. The declaration  

 

The Co-contractor commits to report to Ecotrel, before 28th February of each year: 
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- the number and weight of professional electrical and electronic equipment it has put on 

the Luxembourg market during the previous year. The first declaration must be 

produced at the time of signature of the agreement. 

 

- the number of professional electrical and electronic equipment waste it took back by its 

own reverse logistic means during the previous year, as well as their weight and 

destination. 

 

- the rates of the preparation for re-use, recycling and recovery achieved for the waste of 

professional electrical and electronic equipment it took back during the previous year. 

 

This information must be specified according to the categories listed in Appendix I of the June 

9, 2022 law on waste electrical and electronic equipment. 

 

The Co-contractor will use the declaration form under appendix 3 in order to provide this data. 

The provision of data can be made by fax, post or electronically. The Co-contractor must fill in 

the form completely and correctly. 

 

§3. Provision of data to Ecotrel 

 

Upon the first request, the Co-contractor provides Ecotrel with all the information requested by 

the competent authorities, which they deem appropriate to monitor compliance with 

administrative obligations stipulated under the law of june 9, 2022 on waste electrical and 

electronic equipment. 

 

§4. Amendment of data 

 

The Co-contractor shall immediately inform Ecotrel by regular mail or e-mail of any changes 

to its organisation, which are liable to affect the implementation of this agreement. 

 

When the Co-contractor ceases to market professional electrical and electronic equipment in 

Luxembourg, it must notify Ecotrel thereof immediately. 

 

§5. Collection of professional waste electrical and electronic equipment by the Co-

contractor 

 

For WEEE that the Co-contractor has not taken back by its own reverse logistic means, The 

Co-contractor undertakes to exclusively use professional collectors which have the permissions 

required and approved by Ecotrel guaranteeing separate collection of waste electrical and 

electronic equipment. 

 

Where appropriate, the Co-contractor will inform the competent authorities, if necessary, of the 

way in which it has met the various legislations on the professional waste electrical and 

electronic equipment that it took back and processed 

 

ARTICLE 8: Obligations of Ecotrel 

 

§1. Ecotrel undertakes to act with due precaution and discernment to best fulfil the assignments 

described under Article 2 of this service agreement. Ecotrel is committed to obtaining and 

keeping ministerial approval, as mentioned in the waste law of June 9, 2022. 
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§2. Ecotrel is committed to safeguarding the confidentiality of any financial or commercial 

information the Co-contractor may entrust to it, or which Ecotrel may become aware of during 

the execution of this service agreement. This obligation of confidentiality does not prejudice 

the information obligation that Ecotrel has or may have under legislation. 

 

§3. Ecotrel is responsible for informing the Co-contractor that the personal information 

transmitted may be processed via computer. In this capacity, Ecotrel must draw particular 

attention to the terms of the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 concerning the 

protection of persons during the processing of personal information, and to the obligations 

binding Ecotrel. By its signature, the Co-contractor certifies that it is fully aware of the 

provisions made under these legislations and regulations, which ensure the protection of its 

rights. 

 

§4. Ecotrel commits to establish a list of all the Co-contractors. Ecotrel is authorised to use this 

list in whole or in part in its own publications and/or communications. Except for the Co-

contractor's name, any use by Ecotrel of brands, logos or other elements of identification of the 

Co-contractors is only possible, even for information purposes, with a written authorisation 

stipulating the conditions of use. 

 

§5. A list of Co-contractors is made available to the competent authorities in accordance with 

the provisions of the waste Law of June 9, 2022. 

 

§6. Ecotrel will do its best to ensure its obligations are respected, but does not guarantee results 

in the context of its contractual relations. In any case and for whatever reason, the amount that 

Ecotrel is liable to pay as compensation to the Co-contractor, for all types of damages in the 

event of a conviction, may not exceed the sum of the last administrative contribution made. 

 

ARTICLE 9: Audits 
 

§1. Ecotrel has the right to appoint an auditor or an external chartered accountant bound by 

professional secrecy, at any time. The auditor or external chartered accountant may perform the 

necessary audits with respect to the Co-contractor, in order to ensure that the information 

provided by the other party is accurate. 

 

Ecotrel may also undertake these audits but, in any case, the other party is not obliged to provide 

direct access to Ecotrel. 

 

§2. The costs of these audits are to be borne by Ecotrel, unless the number or weight of 

professional electrical and electronic equipment actually placed on the market during the 

audited period do not exceed by 20% or more the number or weight of professional electrical 

and electronic equipment initially declared. In this case, the costs of the above-mentioned audits 

will be borne by the Co-contractor. 

 

ARTICLE 10: Sanctions 

 

§1. In the event of a late declaration, Ecotrel will send a written reminder to the Co-contractor, 

to submit the declaration no later than 1 month after its normal due date. 
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Before the end of the aforementioned reminder period, the Co-contractor may notify Ecotrel in 

writing, an objective reason for not submitting the late declaration, and mentioning the date by 

which the declaration will be submitted at the latest. If this is the case, the Co-contractor will 

owe only the interest legally charged for late payments. 

 

§2. If the Co-contractor has not submitted its declaration within 1 month after the normal due 

date without giving an objective reason, Ecotrel shall instruct an auditor to establish the Co-

contractor's declaration. The Co-contractor commits to co-operate fully with the auditor and 

grant the auditor access to its premises as well as to any relevant accounting documents. The 

auditor's intervention costs shall be borne by the Co-contractor. 

 

§3. If the Co-contractor does not pay by the due date, it will be liable to pay, forthwith and 

without further delay, the interest legally incurred for late payment, until the full payment of 

the amount due. 

 

ARTICLE 11: Termination of the Agreement 

 

§1. No-fault termination 

 

Either Party may terminate the service agreement on 31st December of each year with three 

months' notice. During the notice period, both Parties remain bound by their contractual 

obligations.  

To be recognised as valid, the termination must be notified by registered mail with 

acknowledgement of receipt, or delivered by a bailiff. The notice period will begin on the first 

day of the month following receipt of the termination notice. 

 

§2. Termination for breach 

 

Either party may terminate the service agreement at the other party's expense in their own right, 

without other formalities, indemnities and judicial intervention, in the event that the other party 

fails to comply with the obligations imposed to it pursuant to the service agreement, and if it 

does not resolve the breach within thirty calendar days after receiving a formal notice from the 

first party of its intention to terminate the service agreement. 

 

The formal notice must be sent via registered mail with acknowledgement of receipt. It shall 

also mention the reason for such an action expressly and in full detail. 

 

If applicable, administrative contributions paid by the other party will be definitively acquired 

by Ecotrel or any outstanding amounts will remain definitely undue subject to the right of either 

party to file suit in order to obtain compensation for damages. 

 

§3. Notifying the relevant authorities of the termination of the service agreement 

 

In the event of termination of the service agreement, Ecotrel shall immediately inform the 

relevant authorities thereof in writing.  
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ARTICLE 12: Non-transferability 

 

The Co-contractor may not, under any circumstances, transfer the service agreement or assign 

the execution thereof to a third party, without Ecotrel's prior written consent. 

 

ARTICLE 13: Notifications and domicile 

 

Except where otherwise expressly specified, any notification required within the framework of 

the service agreement may be validly sent to the other party by registered mail with 

acknowledgement of receipt. The Parties are expected to elect domicile at the address 

mentioned on the first page of this service agreement, for the entire duration of this agreement 

and for as long as they have not been informed in writing of the existence of any other elected 

domicile. 

 

ARTICLE 14: Modifications and addenda 

 

§1. Any modification or addendum to the service agreement shall be drawn up in writing and 

signed by the Parties' duly authorised representatives. 

 

§2. Any modification or extension of this service agreement is deemed to be part of this service 

agreement. 

 

§3. The appendices may be unilaterally modified by Ecotrel and the modifications shall come 

into effect the month after they were sent in writing, except where otherwise specified. 
 

ARTICLE 15: Severability clause 

 

In the event that one or several articles of this service agreement is declared null or void, the 

other articles of this agreement will remain in force between the parties.  

 

ARTICLE 16: Competent jurisdiction 
 

This agreement is subject to Luxembourg law. Luxembourg courts have exclusive jurisdiction. 

 

ARTICLE 17: Appendices 

 

The appendices form an integral part of this service agreement. 

 

Appendix 1: Administrative contribution fees 

Appendix 2: Identification form 

Appendix 3: Declaration form  
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Agreement established in…………………………………………..., on…………………… 

 

The number of copies issued is equal to the number of parties. Each party acknowledges receipt 

of its copy 

 

On behalf of the Co-contractor                             On behalf of Ecotrel 
  

(The signature must be preceded by 

the handwritten words "read and approved") 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(name)          Andy MAXANT 

(position)          CEO 

 



APPENDIX 1

List of EEES with restrictive criteria professional

Categories of electrical and electronic equipment 

1 Professional temperature exchange equipment

2 Professional screens

3 Professional ligh sources

4 Large professional equipment

5 Small professional equipment

6 6. Small professional IT and telecommunication equipment

Version 1.0



Criteria

Air blower All electrical equipment for professional use

Air conditioning equipment All fixed equipment intended to be installed by a professional

Air dehumidifier All equipment weighing more than 40 kg and rated at more than 750 W with a compressor or absorption system for professional use.

Air handling centre All electrical equipment for professional use

Boiler (electric, gas, oil) All electrical equipment for professional use

Centrifugal fan All equipment over 300 kg for professional use

Chiller All electrical equipment for professional use

Climatic chamber All electrical equipment for professional use

Combined refrigerator/freezer Refrigerator with absorption system operating on 380V mains supply for professional use

Combined washing machine/dryer with heat pump 

(laundromat type)
All heat pump equipment with multiphase connection for professional use

Compressed air dryer All electrical equipment for professional use

Distributors All refrigerated vending machines for professional use

Fixed fridge / freezer (absorption system) All refrigerators and/or fixed freezers operating on the absorption cooling principle for professional use

Fridge All equipment with an absorption system operating solely on a 230V mains supply for professional use.

Heat pump All electrical equipment for professional use

Heated parasol All electrical equipment for professional use

Horizontal freezer (chest) Without lid or with more than one lid for professional use

Minifridge / wine minifridge / bottle cooler / wine cooler
All minifridges/mini wine fridges, bottle coolers and wine coolers with compressor or absorption system intended exclusively for professional 

use (particularly in hotels) and which can be fitted with a lock.

Oil bath radiator All equipment with a power output of more than 5 Kw for professional use

Radiant and infrared panel, radiant All electrical equipment for professional use

Split-système All electrical equipment for professional use

Thermodynamic water heater All electrical equipment for professional use

Tumble dryer All heat pump equipment with multiphase connection for professional use

Unit heater All electrical equipment for professional use

Upright freezer (cabinet) All equipment with a transparent door and equipment with the compressor mounted on top of the equipment for professional use.

VMC box All electrical equipment for professional use

Warm air curtain All electrical equipment for professional use

Water boiler All electrical equipment for professional use

Wine temperature control cabinet / wine cellar All vertical or horizontal wine/cellar temperature control cabinets for professional use

1. Professional temperature exchange equipment
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Display screen / information panel Digital signage screens, signage, other imaging equipment comprising a screen with a surface area > 100 cm² for professional use

High pressure sodium lamps All lamps

Low pressure sodium lamps All lamps

Mercury vapour lamps All lamps

 

Active speakers / listening stations

All loudspeakers with jack, Speakon, XLR or SDI connectors, carrying handles or megaphones, equipment with ceramic plugs or flush-

mounted spring clamps or equipment with a 100-volt output transformer and at least one external dimension greater than 50 cm for 

professional use.

Air/water condensing unit All electrical equipment for professional use

Arcade, café and pinball games All electrical equipment for professional use

Cash dispenser All electrical equipment for professional use

Chainsaw All electrical equipment for professional use

Combined washing machine/dryer All devices with multiphase connection for professional use

Compost bin All electrical equipment for professional use

Compressor All professional compressors with a tank volume of 10 litres or more

Dishwasher All equipments with multiphase connection for professional use

Electric vehicle charging point All public equipment for professional use

Equipment for the landscaping profession / maintenance All electrical equipment for professional use, such as lawn aerators and dethatchers, shears, hedge trimmers, hedge cutters, lawn mowers, 

Fitness equipment All professional equipment for use in gyms and large sports halls

Fixed heater All fixed heating equipment for professional use, such as electric radiators, etc.

Fountain for drinks and food in liquid form All electrical equipment weighing > 5kg unladen for professional use

Hand dryer All electrical equipment for professional use

High pressure cleaner All equipments with power > 2.2 kW for professional use

Hoover and/or wet vacuum All equipment with a dust and/or water container capacity of more than 10 litres for professional use

Ironing machine All equipment with multiphase connection for professional use

Knitting machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Medical hygiene equipment All electrical equipment for professional use, such as sterilisers, instrument washers, etc.

Mobile construction tools
All equipments weighing more than 5Kg and less than or equal to 20Kg for professional use, such as concrete mixers, nailers, drill presses, 

core drills, grinders, welding machines, etc.

Mobile medical device
All equipment weighing more than 50 kg but less than or equal to 250 kg for professional use, such as surgical robots, microscopes, dialysis 

machines, lithotripters, respiratory assistance equipment, etc.

Oven All equipment with an external dimension > 50 cm and an output greater than 5 kW

2. Professional monitors

3. Professional lighting sources

4. Large professional equipment (any external dimension more than 50 cm)
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Parabolic antenna All satellite dishes with a diameter > 1.20 m for professional use

Passive loudspeakers
All loudspeakers with jack, Speakon, XLR or SDI connectors, carrying handles or megaphones, equipment with ceramic plugs or flush-

mounted spring clamps with a 100-volt output transformer and at least one external dimension greater than 50 cm for professional use.

Pay station and terminal All electrical equipment for professional use

Professional kitchen equipment
All electrical equipment for professional use, such as electric/gas cookers, microwave ovens, combi ovens, hobs, plate warmers, cooking 

nozzles, extractor hoods, etc.

Professional lighting All lighting equipment for professional use

Pump / solenoid valve for construction sites
All electrical equipment for professional use, such as hydraulic motors with sensors, pumps with integrated motors, hydraulic pumps, electric 

water boosters, etc.

Satellite dish All devices with a diameter > 1.2 m for professional use

Soundmixer / Mixing board

Distribution panel for tuning sounds emanating from several sources before sending them to an amplifier, a loudspeaker or a computer, the 

devices concerned are those with at least 50% mono inputs, or 19" rack models or larger, or equipped with an XLR or SDI connector and all 

external dimensions > 50 cm for professional use.

Stationary medical equipment All equipment weighing more than 250 kg for professional use, such as scanners, MRIs, X-rays, radiotherapy, etc.

Sunbed All electrical equipment for professional use

Ticketing terminal All electrical equipment for professional use

Tools for agriculture, horticulture and livestock farming All equipment > 20 Kg for professional use, such as sprinklers, sprayers, scarifiers, cultivators, weeders, etc.

Tumble dryer All equipment with multiphase connection for professional use

Washing machine All equipments with multiphase connection and equipment with coin-operated payment system for professional use

Weaving machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Wood splitter All electrical equipment for professional use

Wringer All equipment with multiphase connection for professional use

Active ironing board All electrical equipment for professional use

Active speakers / listening stations

All sound boxes fitted with loudspeakers with jack, Speakon, XLR or SDI connectors, carrying handles or megaphones, equipment with 

ceramic plugs or flush mounting with spring clamps or equipment with a 100-volt output transformer and all external dimensions less than or 

equal to 50 cm for professional use.

Air dehumidifier All equipment weighing > 40 kg and rated > 750 W without compressor or absorption system

Air humidifier All electrical equipment with a water tank > 20 L for professional use

Air purifier / ventilation unit All electrical equipment for professional use

Antenna / Distributing amplifier All types of antenna and distribution amplifiers for professional use

Antenna with incorporated amplifier All antennas equipped with a power supply and built-in amplifier for professional use

anti-mole All electrical equipment for professional use

Audio amplifier / equaliser
All 19" rack amplifiers or equipment with a 100 volt output transformer or fitted with an XLR, SDI or mono-bridge connector for professional 

use.

Audio amplifier and DVD
All 19" rack-mount audio amplifiers or devices with 100 volt output transformers or equipped with XLR, SDI or mono-bridge connectors and 

DVDs for professional use

5. Small professional equipment (no external dimension more than 50 cm)
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Audio system, mini, midi, microphone (with or without 

speakers)

All hi-fi systems for professional use in various sizes, with a single power cable, sold as a single item number, including multifunctional 

systems that can accommodate a mobile phone / smartphone, MP3 / MP4 player and can also include a wireless connection.

Automatic watch winder All electrical equipment for professional use

Beauty salon equipment / care / well-being
All electrical equipment for professional use, such as manicure/pedicure equipment, anti-wrinkle, anti-cellulite, light therapy, hair removal, 

massage, thalasso, acupuncture, etc.

Beer brewing tank All electrical equipment for professional use

Beverage preparation machine All electrical equipment for professional use, such as cocktail makers, smoothie makers, granita makers, mulled wine makers, etc.

Binocular / telescope / electric infrared telescope All fixed electrical equipment for professional use

Blender All electrical equipment for professional use

Blower and/or hoover All electrical equipment for professional use

Bolt gun All electrical equipment for professional use

Bottle cooler All electrical equipment based on the Peltier principle and designed to cool more than one bottle at a time for professional use.

Bottle opener All electrical equipment for professional use

Bottling machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Brushcutter-Trimmer All electrical equipment for professional use

Can opener / knife sharpener All electrical equipment, including combined equipment for professional use

Car audio amplifier / equaliser All amplifiers and/or equalisers for vehicle-mounted audio equipment with microphone input for professional use

Car polisher All electrical equipment for professional use

Cartridge injection gun All electrical equipment for professional use

Chain sharpener All electrical equipment for professional use

Chainsaw All electrical equipment for professional use

Chiselling or demolition hammer All electrical equipment for professional use

Circulation and/or aeration pump for inflatable, portable 

and fixed spas
All portable / mobile electrical equipment with cord and/or plug or battery sold separately for professional use

Circulation stimulator All electrical equipment for professional use

Clothing care equipment All electrical equipment for professional use

Coffee grinder All electrical equipment with a content > 300 grams for professional use

Coffee machine All electrical equipment with a water tank larger than 2 litres, including built-in equipment for professional use.

Computer for cycling, scuba diving, running, rowing, etc... All electrical equipment for professional use

Concrete reinforcing bar cutter All electrical equipment for professional use

Construction site welding / brazing All equipment weighing less than 5 kg for professional use

Converter / hub / switch / splitter, audio and video All electrical equipment for professional use

Cooling / heating equipment All electrical equipment with a ceramic capacitor operating on the Peltier principle, including beer pumps for professional use.

Corking machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Deep fryer All electrical equipment with an oil/grease content > 6 litres, including built-in appliances for professional use
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Defrosting equipment All electrical equipment for professional use

Dehydrator for fruit, vegetables and herbs All electrical equipment for professional use

Device for the manufacture of prostheses
All electrical equipment for professional use, such as equipment for measuring/moulding parts to be replaced/consolidated, computer 

workstations for design, etc.

Digital tape measure All electrical equipment for professional use

Disinfectant dispenser All electrical equipment for professional use

Docking station All docking stations for professional use

Drain cleaner All electrical equipment for professional use

Drill All electrical equipment for professional use

Drone All electrical equipment for professional use

Dry or wet diamond core drills All electrical equipment for professional use

DVD / HD DVD / Blu-Ray / digital player/recorder
Sound and/or image recording and/or reproducing equipment TV rack 19" models and equipment intended for surveillance for recordings of 

less than 24 hours for professional use

Edge trimmer (nylon) All electrical equipment for professional use

Electric cable cutter All electrical equipment for professional use

Electric hammer All electrical equipment for professional use

Electric hoist All electrical equipment for professional use

Electric knife All electrical equipment for professional use

Electric television stand All electric mounts for professional use that allow the orientation and tilt of a television to be adjusted electrically.

Electric/electronic taps All electrical equipment for professional use

Electronic breathalyser All electrical equipment for professional use

Electronic odometer All electrical equipment for professional use

Electronic welding mask All electrical equipment for professional use

Engraving machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Espresso machine All electrical equipment for professional use with a capacity of more than 40 cups per hour

Evacuation pump All electrical equipment for professional use

External scaler All boxes for professional use designed to improve the sharpness of video projector images

Fitness equipment All professional equipment for use in small sports halls / sports centres

Fixed heater All fixed radiators for professional use, such as electric radiators, etc.

Food preparation equipment / kitchen utensils / food 

processor

All electrical equipment for professional use, such as churros, candyfloss, bread, pancakes, waffles, toasted sandwiches, hot dogs, 

blenders, egg cookers, toasters, mincers, peelers, plancha, pierrade, woks, electric frying pans, pizza pans, spice mills, cereal mills, milk 

frothers, etc.

Food warmer All electrical equipment for professional use

Food waste dehydrator All electrical equipment for professional use

Garden pond aeration pump All electrical equipment for professional use

Glue gun All electrical equipment for professional use

Grill All electrical equipment with an output > 2 kW, including built-in appliances for professional use

Grinder All electrical equipment for professional use

Grinding machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Gun cabinet / strongbox / safe All gun cabinets, strongboxes and electrical and electronic safes >100 Kg for professional use

Hair salon equipment All electrical equipment for professional use, such as hair dyeing equipment, hairdryer heads, wall-mounted hairdryers, etc.
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Hammer drill All electrical equipment for professional use

Hard disk recorder
All hard disk drives/recorders with XLR or SDI connector or surveillance recorders for recordings of 24 hours or more surveillance for 

recordings of 24 hours or more for professional use

Heat regulator All electrical equipment for professional use

High pressure cleaner All electrical equipment with a power rating > 2.2 kW for professional use

Hob or plate warmer (single) All electrical equipment with a power rating > 2.9 kW for professional use

Hoover for electrical equipment All electrical equipment for professional use

Hot air gun All electrical equipment for professional use

Hot beverage dispenser All electrical equipment for professional use

Hot plate for shisha, hookah, natural charcoal All electrical equipment for professional use

Hot wire cutter All electrical equipment for professional use

Ice cream maker / ice turbine All electrical equipment with a content > 2 litres for professional use

Ice cube maker / ice crusher All electrical equipment for professional use used to make ice cubes, including ice crushers

Immersion heater All electrical equipment for professional use

Incubator All electrical equipment for professional use

Indoor air analyser All electrical equipment for professional use

Inflator pump All electrical equipment for professional use

Infrared lamp All electrical equipment for professional use

Infrared radiator All stationary equipment for professional use

Insect killer / insect expeler / anti-insect All electrical equipment for professional use

Inspection camera All electrical equipment for professional use

Intercom system All mobile intercom systems (2 or more directions) for professional use

Ionic steam equipment All electrical equipment for professional use

Knife sharpener / Scissor sharpener All electrical equipment for professional use

Lamellar machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Laminate trimmer All electrical equipment for professional use

Laser level / laser receiver All electrical equipment for professional use

Laser pointer All electrical equipment for professional use

Laser rangefinder All electrical equipment for professional use

Measuring, weighing or adjustment equipment or 

laboratory equipment
All electrical equipment for professional use

Megaphone All electrical equipment for professional use

Metal, electrical cable, thermal, beam and moisture 

detectors
All electrical equipment for professional use

Microphone Microphone with fixed connection to systems with XLR or SDI connector for professional use

Minifridge / wine minifridge / bottle cooler / wine cooler
All mini-fridges intended for professional use (particularly in hotels) and fitted with a lock, other than those mentioned in category 1.1 (without 

compressor).
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Mixer All electrical equipment, including beaters, whisks, etc., with a guard/bar length of more than 30 cm for professional use

Mobile worksite tools
All electrical equipment for professional use, such as hacksaws with blades/bands/circular saws/scrollers/jigsaws, planers, concrete planers, 

belt sanders/orbital sanders/rotary sanders, tappers, screwdrivers, drills, groovers, impact screwdrivers, etc.

Multimedia network player Multimedia playback equipment for professional use

Nibbler All electrical equipment for professional use

Overlocking / covering machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Paint roller All electrical equipment for professional use

Paint scraper All electrical equipment for professional use

Paint spray gun All electrical equipment for professional use

Passive loudspeakers

All resonance boxes fitted with loudspeakers with jack, Speakon, XLR or SDI connector, carrying handles or megaphone, equipment with 

ceramic plug or flush mounting with 'spring clamps' of a 100 volt output transformer and with all external dimensions less than or equal to 50 

cm for professional use.

Percussion drills All electrical equipment for professional use

Plastic bag welder All electrical equipment with an output > 200 W for professional use

Plate warmer/heating equipment
All electrical equipment with a power rating of more than 400 W and designed for more than 30 plates, including built-in appliances for 

professional use.

Polisher / Satin Stitching Maschine All electrical equipment for professional use

Power adapter / charger All power adapters, chargers for professional use including solar and inductors sold separately

Power converter All converters with a point force > 5 kW for professional use

Power generator All electricity-generating equipment with a power rating > 4 kVA for professional use

Printer for camera Equipment intended solely for printing photos > 4 Kg for professional use

Pruning shears All electrical equipment for professional use

Radio / receiver / TV receiver
Equipment for receiving unencrypted and encrypted radio and/or TV signals in 19" rack models or equipped with an XLR or SDI connector, 

or equipment with a 100-volt output transformer for professional use.

Radio transmitter All electrical equipment for professional use

Rechargeable air pump All electrical equipment for professional use

Remote listening dish All electrical equipment for professional use

Resurfacer All electrical equipment for professional use

Rotary spit All electrical equipment for professional use

Satellite / terrestrial receiver / demodulator 19'' rack mountable receiver/demodulator for professional use

Satellite pointer All electrical equipment for professional use

Security/intrusion/rescue/theft equipment
All electrical equipment for professional use, such as smoke detectors, alarm control units, fire alarm systems, intruder alarms, intercom 

systems, access control systems, video door entry systems, electromagnetic suction pads, sirens, etc.

Sewing machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Shears All types of electric shears for professional use

Shoe brush All electrical equipment for professional use

Shoe, boot and glove dryer All electrical equipment for professional use

Shredder All electrical equipment for professional use

Slicer All electrical equipment with a blade diameter > 190 mm for professional use
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Slide projector All electrical equipment for professional use

Slow cooker All electrical equipment for professional use

Soap dispenser All electrical equipment for professional use

Soldering iron / Desoldering iron All electrical equipment for professional use

Sports equipment with electrical or electronic 

components
All equipment whose primary function requires electrical energy and is for professional use

Sprayer All electrical equipment for professional use

Spreading machine All electrical equipment for professional use

Stapler - nailer All electrical equipment for professional use

Starter power station All electrical equipment for professional use

Steam generator for steam rooms All steam generators for steam rooms with tanks > 20 L for professional use

Steam iron with or without steam generator All electrical equipment for professional use

Straight grinder All electrical equipment for professional use

Tape / cassette / CD / MD player/recorder
All 19" rack-mount sound recording and reproduction equipment and equipment with pitch control and XLR or SDI connector for professional 

use

Thermostat All electrical equipment for professional use

Threaded rod cutter All electrical equipment for professional use

Three-phase welding machine All equipment with multiphase connection for professional use

Tile cutting All electrical equipment for professional use

Timer All electrical equipment for professional use

Torque spanner All electrical equipment for professional use

Transfer pump All electrical equipment for professional use

Tyre pressure controller All electrical equipment for professional use

Ultrasonic cleaner All electrical equipment for professional use used to clean jewellery, coins, glasses, etc.

Ultrasonic stain remover All electrical equipment for professional use

Ultraviolet steriliser All electrical equipment for professional use

Universal cutter All electrical equipment for professional use

Vacuum desoldering station All electrical equipment for professional use

Vacuum packaging machine All electrical appliances with a cord and plug and/or battery(ies), with a capacity > 200 Watts for professional use

VCR / video recorder, combined VCR / DVD 

player/recorder, Blu-ray

All equipment for recording and reproducing sound and/or TV images with XLR or SDI connector and "time lap" surveillance recorders for 

professional use

Video camera / camcorder Cameras for video recording weighing > 3 kg for professional use

Video control handle All electrical equipment for professional use

Video editing equipment / sound and image board
Distribution panel for tuning recorded sound and image sequences, emanating from several sources with at least 50% mono inputs, 19'' rack 

models or more and models equipped with an XLR or SDI connector for professional use

Video printer Equipment intended solely for printing video images > 4 Kg for professional use

Videophone
All mobile equipment enabling sound and image to be transmitted in real time from one station (e.g. outdoor station) to another (e.g. indoor 

station) for professional use.

Walkie Talkie All electrical equipment for professional use

wallpaper remover All electrical equipment for professional use

Water filtering device / limestone neutraliser All electrical equipment for professional use
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Weather station
All electrical equipment for professional use used to measure one or more atmospheric conditions (temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind 

speed, humidity levels, etc).

Welder (single-phase) All electrical equipment for professional use

Well / pond / fountain pump All electrical equipment with a flow rate > 9000 litres/hour and a power > 1.5 Kw for professional use

Window cleaner All electrical equipment for professional use

Wireless audio and/or video transmitter/receiver All electrical equipment for professional use

Wood router All electrical equipment for professional use

Wood splitter All electrical equipment for professional use

3D printer All 3D printers with external dimensions > 50 cm

3D Scanner All electrical equipment for professional use

Computer storage for networks and on tape All electrical equipment for professional use

Digitizer for slides / negatives / Super 8 and 8mm film All equipment weighing > 5 kg for professional use

Fax All single-function fax machines with external dimensions > 50 cm for professional use

Hubs / switches / routers / modems / access points / 

streamer / printserver / repeater / gateway

All hubs / switches / routers / modems / access points / streamers / printservers / repeaters / gateways with more than 6 output ports, 

whatever the technology, such as wireless, ADSL, DSL, cable or other, whether or not the functions are combined, including devices with 

cloud functions for professional use.

Laminating machine / Binding machine All mains-operated equipment for binding, covering and/or laminating sheets of paper or books, weighing > 5 kg.

Paper shredder All electrical equipment weighing > 10 kg for professional use

Photocopier / Multifunction machine
All single-function photocopiers and/or multi-function equipment (fax, printer, scanner, copier, etc.) with external dimensions > 50 cm for 

professional use.

Printer All single-function printers with external dimensions > 50 cm (laser, ink, matrix, thermal, faser, wax, LED, etc.) for professional use

Projector All floodlights weighing > 6 kg for professional use

Scanner All single-function scanners weighing > 5 kg for professional IT use

Server All electrical equipment for professional use

Surveillance camera / IP camera, Wifi, 3G, on-board, 

action
All electrical equipment for professional use

Telephone exchange
All telephone exchanges or stations (fixed or mobile) to which more than 6 fixed and/or cordless telephones for professional use can be 

connected

6. Small professional IT and telecommunications equipment
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APPENDIX 2

* Tick the appropriate box

Language: Lëtzebuergesch Français Deutsch English

Person responsible for the management of this file

(to be completed if this person is not the same as the person legally responsible)

Billing address (to be completed if this address is different as the address of the headquarter)

Complementary datas

Company name :

Location:

Country:

(Co-contractor's signature)

TO BE SEND TO :

Ecotrel asbl

11, boulevard du Jazz

L-4370 Belvaux

FAX : (00352)26.098.736

email : info@ecotrel.lu

IDENTIFICATION FORM

Type of firm*

Street:                                                                                                                  

Telephone: Fax : 

Headquarters

Contact person

Post code: Location:

Country:

VAT identification number (VATIN):

Bank account number (IBAN):

Number:

Post code:

Name: email: 

Function:

Street:                                                                                                                  

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

Space reserved for Ecotrel

Direct telephone:

Manufacturer (without direct sales to end users)

Producer

Importer

Installer

Number:

Person legally responsible for the Co-contractor

Name: email: 

Function:

PR _____ 
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ANNEXE 3

1 Professional temperature exchange equipment 0,10 €

2 Professional screens 0,10 €

3 Professional light sources 0,10 €

4 Large professional equipment 0,10 €

5 Small professional equipment 0,10 €

6 Small professional IT and telecommunication equipment 0,10 €

Small professional IT and telecommunication equipment 

Total weight of 

equipment for 

which

a refund is payableEEEs Categories

Small professional equipment

Large professional equipment 

Professional light sources 

Professional screens 

Professional temperature exchange equipment 

TO BE SENT TO:

Ecotrel asbl

11, boulevard du Jazz

L-4370 Belvaux

e-mail : info@ecotrel.lu

DECLARATION FORM

Name of Co-contractor:

(Co-contractor's signature)

VAT number: Date:

WEEE Categories
Number 

of equipment 

taken back in 

reverse logistics

Total weight of 

equipment taken 

back in reverse 

logistics

Name and address of            

collector / treatement facility

TOTAL
excluding VAT

((1) - (2)) x (3)

Number 

of equipment

put on the 

Lux. Market

(1)

Number 

of equipment

for which

a refund is payable

(2)

Administrative 

contribution fees 

excluding VAT       

€/équipment

(3)

Total weight of 

equipment put on 

the 

Lux. Market

YEAR 2023

Membership number:
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TOTAL excluding VAT 

5

4

3

2

1

6



ANNEXE 4

YEAR 2023

€ / EEE

1 0,10 €            

2 0,10 €            

3 0,10 €            

4 0,10 €            

5 0,10 €            

6 0,10 €            

Administrative contribution fees (VAT excluded)

Professional temperature exchange equipment 

Small professional IT and telecommunication equipment 

Small professional equipment

Large professional equipment 

Professional light sources 

Professional screens 
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